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Slippery when wheat:
A life of metaphors
By Phil Kinen, Marymount College ‘83

D

uring the summer of 1979, I was riding with
Dr. Denning in his Ford Mustang on our way
to Waterville, Kan., with our theater department’s touring production of “Dracula.”
It was harvest time and wheat kernels that
had blown out of trucks gathered on the blacktop.
Strangely enough, wheat on the blacktop is very
dangerous and can cause vehicles to loose traction as
easily as an icy road.
Needless to say, the Mustang was slip-sliding
down Kansas Highway 77, Dr. Denning was swearing
up a storm and I was praying!
He remarked several times how unbelievable that
wheat would cause the roads to be so slick. I turned
to him, pointed in the air to emphasize my matter of
fact tone and said, “Well, you know, slippery when
wheat.”
Well, the man burst — and I mean the Denning
laugh burst: guffawing, chortling, spitting — the
works. Then he pointed that finger at me and said,
“Kinen, you are a very clever and smart guy! And you
need to do something with it!”
Now mind you, I was 18 years old and had only
just finished my freshman year at Marymount College. I knew the pun was silly, and certainly did not
see anything clever or smart about it. I was a wetbehind-the-ears farm kid and did not recognize the
qualities in me that Dr. Denning clearly did.
But the pun was never forgotten and Dr. Denning
would bring it up regularly during my next four years
at Marymount.
He and I constantly bantered and joked back and
forth. When I had the opportunity to best him or get
the final word, he would take a quick pause, point at
me, and say, “Slippery when wheat!”
And the phrase was always pronounced in criticism of some of my unorthodox approaches in theatrical rehearsal and performance.
I thought the pun would be put to rest when I
graduated in 1983, but rest it did not! For the next 32
years, Dr. Denning would use it when signing off on a

letter, and in our many phone
conversations or visits.
He even managed to get
it in — twice! — the
last time I saw him in
the hospital last
August. “Slippery
when wheat!”
I really didn’t
understand during my college
years, and even
years after that,
why Dr. Denning
latched on to
what I saw as a
spontaneous pun
uttered by an
18-year-old kid.
It was not until
years later that I
would understand
that pun’s significance.
In the year 2000,
I was in the midst
of a dramatic lifechanging situation.
I visited Dennis to
seek his advice. I knew
he wouldn’t tell me which option to take; instead, I
knew that he would weigh all the options and outcomes, present them and then say it was my decision.
And that he did.
Then he did something out of the ordinary: He
tacked an addendum to his analysis.
He told me “not to let the worry and anxiety of
making a decision get in the way of the decision.
Make your decision and then move with it. If you do
that, it will become the right decision because you are
a very clever and smart man. Slippery when wheat.”
Some clever and smart man I am! It only took me
27 years to realize that Dr. Denning was actually us-
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Dr. Dennis Denning was a lifetime
educator in theater. He taught nine years
in Kansas secondary schools and then
headed the theater program at Kansas State
University. From 1968 to 1989, he chaired
the Theatre and Fine Arts division at
Marymount College, where he
directed or supervised
more than 100 perform		
ances. After he
retired, he was
		
inducted into the
		
Kansas Thea		
tre Hall of
		
Fame. Dr.
			Denning
			 died Jan.
			
18, 2015;
			
he was
			
86.

ing the silly pun as a very individualized metaphor.
Teachers have an uncanny ability to recognize
talents and attributes in a student long before the
student sees it within him- or herself. Teachers also
have an ability to draw those attributes from their
students.
That summer day of 1979, Dr. Denning first recognized a very powerful talent in an unwitting 18-yearold farm kid. He also clearly recognized specifically
how that kid needed to be guided and taught. And he
gave that particular experience a title, a metaphor:
“Slippery when wheat.”

See DENNING, Page 12.
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walking where
IMmigrants  walk

Take part in a border experience
JuNE 18-27, in El Paso, Texas
Join us for a one-week experience that delves into the
life and culture on the US/Mexico border.
We will see first-hand the struggles of immigrants as
we visit shelters, agencies and cooperatives that serve
them.
This experience is sponsored by the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Concordia. In our commitment to Gospel living
and nonviolence, we stand in solidarity with undocumented immigrants. Since this issue is so close to our hearts,

the Sisters of St. Joseph provide a grant to cover half of
the cost.
We will be staying at the Sisters’ Grandview Convent
in El Paso. Sister Esther Pineda lives there and will help
organize our experience while in El Paso.
Prayer and reflection on Catholic social teachings will
be an important part of each of our days.
Space is limited for this experience. We will honor first
come, first served in the application process.

DEPARTING CONCORDIA: Thursday, June 18
RETURNING TO CONCORDIA: Saturday, June 27
PARTICiPANT’S COST: $250 per person (Sisters of St. Joseph cover the other $250 per person). Also, participants will be responsible for purchasing their own food as we travel to and from El Paso.
ORGANIZED BY: The Sisters of St. Joseph Immigration Committee (Sisters Anna Marie Broxterman, Dian Hall,
Esther Pineda and Judy Stephens and candidate Christina Brodie)

✂
Registration
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street: _________________________________________________________________________________
City: ______________________________________________ State_____________ Zip________________
Email Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________________________________________
Make check payable to: Sisters of St. Joseph/ Border Experience
Mail to: Immigration Committee, Box 279, Concordia KS 66901

For information: Sister Judy at 785/614-4167 or jstephens@csjkansas.org

Writer Phil Kinen, on the board of the Association of Kansas Theatre, left,
inducts Dr. Dennis Denning into the Kansas Theatre Hall of Fame.

Denning
Continued from page 11

Dennis Denning had a sharp, analytical and creative
mind, and he could remember everything. He also had
an unusual practice of throwing in a random tidbit or
comment into conversations that seemed to be of no relevance. Many of these arbitrary insertions were quotes
from plays, movies, people... just about any source
imaginable.
I often noticed those quotes would strike a chord
with one person in the crowd, while the others — me
included — would fail to see even a remote connection.
A case in point: Dr. Denning and a classmate of mine
would occasionally end their conversations by exclaiming, “Ah, Lucretia!” Its significance was never shared
with anyone else.
I understand now his seemingly indiscriminate comments were actually metaphors he used to mark significant moments in his life with his students and friends,
thus giving the relationship special meaning.
The romantic in me would like to believe that each
student and friend of Dennis Denning knows or is at
least aware of their own shared metaphor. Alas, I am
sure that is not the case.
But I do believe he did have a metaphor for everyone
— he just didn’t share it.
Dennis Denning was a storyteller and a teacher. As
a storyteller, he knew where to look for significance in
story and people. And as a teacher, he provided the ways
to bring it forth.

